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notre dame conference center

symposium events 0pen to the public
Thursday, March 26
7:30 p.m.

poetry reading by dr. brett foster at hammes bookstore

Friday, March 27
11:00 a.m.
		
3:00 p.m.

keynote lecture by dr. misty anderson
university of tennessee, knoxville
faculty roundtable: “exploring religion and literature methodologies”

Saturday, March 28
10:30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.

keynote lecture by dr. timothy larsen, wheaton college
faculty roundtable: “teaching the bible outside theology”

The Bible, Narrative, and Modernity joins an already rich interdisciplinary project at Notre Dame
that seeks to reimagine the relationship between Religion and Literature. Focusing on the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, this symposium seeks to upend the common characterization of this period
as increasingly secular. The presiding critical commonplace holds that Asiatic archaeological research,
widespread developments in geology across the continent that culminated in Darwinian evolutionary
biology, and, perhaps most importantly, the importation of German biblical criticism precipitated a
crisis of faith that rapidly transformed European society—particularly in Britain—into a primarily
secular body over the course of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuries. Favoring a secular narrative
of middle-class emergence, nationalism, and the aesthetics of realism, eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury literary scholars have embraced and reasserted this dominant narrative. By examining the
Bible as narrative and the role it plays in shaping eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literature, this
symposium challenges this common narrative of secularization, while exploring a range of religion and
literature methodologies in the scholarship of these two periods.
Sponsored by the Nanovic Institute for European Studies with additional support from Religion and
Literature, Nineteenth-Century Contexts, and the Department of English at the University of Notre
Dame.
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